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Das Gesamtsystem besteht aus eigenständigen fachlichen Vertikalen



Selbstorganisierende 
Teams



Kick-Off gemeinsam vor Ort
• Gemeinsam 2 Wochen 

• Fachlichkeit verstehen 
• Definition des Bounded-Context 
• Architektur und Technologie-Auswahl 

• Unterschiedlicher Background und Know-How 
• => Erster Service gemeinsam begonnen





Und dann?
Wir wollten den begonnen Service gemeinsam fertig 
machen 
... und sind bis heute in diesem Arbeitsmodus geblieben



Welcome to 
Remote Mob Programming





Screen Sharing
We feel most comfortable working in our own individual 
environment. It is where we are most productive. 
The typist shares their primary screen, showing the IDE. 

We all look at the same shared screen. 

It is highly efficient to work with actual code in contrast 
to having abstract meta discussions. 
We share while working on Issues or Requirements. 



Typist and the Rest of the Mob 

Typist: One person controls the keyboard, 
The rest of the mob: Discusses the problem, agrees on the 
solution, and instructs the typist. 

We value the typist as they allow the rest of the mob to focus on solving 
the problem. 

The typist must not code on their own. 

Terminology is adopted from Code with the Wisdom of the Crowd by Mark Pearl.

https://pragprog.com/book/mpmob/code-with-the-wisdom-of-the-crowd


10 Minutes Intervals
In a mob session, the typist role rotates periodically. 
Short rotation periods keep everyone concentrated and 
every opinion in the mix. 

We rotate every ten minutes. 

Surprisingly, taking your turn as a typist allows you a 
mental relaxation. You just wait for instructions. 



Git Handover 
With on-site Mob Programming, you just pass on the 
keyboard to hand over to the next person. This is a 
challenge for a distributed team. 

We hand over with WIP commits on a temporary git branch. 

To have a clean master branch, we work on a 
temporary mob-session branch. 



https://github.com/remotemobprogramming/mob

https://github.com/remotemobprogramming/mob


Remote Everybody
If one is remote, everybody is remote.  

It does not work if part of the team works on-site. 
This would lead to information asymmetry. 

We all work from home, but don’t feel alone. 

In home office it is easier to communicate than in most 
open-plan offices.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_asymmetry


Camera Always On
Working face-to-face is powerful because we 
communicate with the whole body, not just our words. 

We activate our cameras all the time. 

It gives a sense of presence in the team, almost like 
working in the same room together.





Same Time 
One of the prerequisites of Mob Programming is working 
at the same time. 

We mob at least six hours a day. 

We align our core working hours.  
We also agree on the same lunch hour.  



Small Team 
The whole team works and focuses on the same thing. 
Only one person can talk at the same time.  
In larger teams it is harder to stay focused. 

We are four. 

The minimum size to form a mob is 3.  
In our experience, teams with 3-4 developers provide the 
best benefit-cost ratio.



Group Decisions
Group decisions are superior over individual decisions.  
In Remote Mob Programming, all decisions are group 
decisions. 

We minimize technical debt. 

When we are coding, we all agree on changes and code 
style. As a consequence, we don’t need code reviews or 
pull requests. 
We document decisions with extensive consequences 
using Architecture Decision Records. 





Constant Momentum
In a feature branch-based workflow, you are blocked 
waiting for the code review of your pull request.  
While waiting, you start another feature and need to 
switch context. 

As we aren’t blocked by ourselves. 

We have continuous and implicit code reviews  
– no feature branches, no waiting, no context switches.



Learn from the Team
Sharing knowledge is at the heart of Mob Programming. 
Everything the mob does is the result of in-depth 
discussions.  
Nothing is done without agreeing on the why. That’s 
where everybody learns. 

We get better every day by learning from each other 

With Mob Programming, on-boarding only takes weeks, 
not years. 



Regular On-Site Meetings

The better everybody knows each other, the better 
everybody can collaborate remotely.  
Getting to know each other works best on-site. 

We meet on-site once a month. 

On-site, we do: Long-term Plannings, Retrospectives, 
Whiteboard Sessions, Fun.



Trust
Our client does not see us working. So, management has 
a natural fear of losing control over the team. 
Also, there is an inherent doubt of the team’s 
productivity with everyone working one the same issues. 

We build trust by actively communicating. 

We write daily check-ins in our team’s chat channel.  





Save the Planet 
Daily commuting causes traffic jams, crowded trains, 
and significant greenhouse gas emissions. Even worse, 
some consultants fly to their customers’ offices. 

We don’t travel, so zero greenhouse gas emissions. 

No travel means no travel costs for us and our 
customers.



Dine with your Family
As software engineers, we often struggle to balance 
challenging and rewarding work with time for family and 
leisure. 

We enjoy more quality time with our families. 

With Remote Mob Programming we get both, rewarding 
work and quality time with our families and kids. 



Our Setup











(was: appear.in)

http://appear.in




Main Benefits



Time to market



Knowledge Sharing





Free Booklet: 
leanpub.com/remotemobprogramming

www.remotemobprogramming.org

https://www.remotemobprogramming.org/
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